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Welcome

Dear colleagues

Welcome to our eighteenth edition of Technically Speaking! 

This edition includes articles on the following topics:

Revenue: What you need to know: #1
The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) recently released the long awaited IFRS 15 Revenue From Contracts with Customers. This article is the first 
in a series that discusses the things you need to know about the new revenue standard and how they impact you.

Insurance cells
In the South African environment, many companies have made use of cell captive arrangements housed within insurance companies. This article provides 
highlights of how the cell captives work and the underlying accounting implications.

Levies unlevered
The IASB recently released IFRIC 21 Levies to address a disparity of accounting treatments on levies imposed by government on entities across different industries 
and jurisdictions. This article expounds on the Interpretation and highlights the business impact in some industries and jurisdictions.

Investing in Africa
The immense possibilities for growth across most of Africa has brought significant interest in the region from both African and international investors. This article 
looks at some of the financial reporting and operational challenges to doing business in an emerging market.

Investment Entities: Fair value or consolidation?
The IASB recently released an amendment to IFRS 10, ‘Exemption from consolidation requirements for Investment Entities’ to address the accounting implications 
for Investment Entities. This article provides highlights on the amendment and gives examples of things to begin thinking about in preparation of the adoption of 
the amendment.

We look forward to your comments on this publication. Please continue to send your comments and suggestions to technicallyspeaking@deloitte.co.za.

Kind regards

Nita Ranchod
Business Unit Leader
Accounting & Auditing
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Revenue is an important number to your financial statements and is used 
by many of your stakeholders. The new standard (IFRS 15 Revenue from 
contracts with customers) introduces a single revenue recognition model 
that will apply to all contracts with customers including the supply of goods 
and services. 

In adopting the new standard you may come across some areas that are 
topical to your business. In this and the forthcoming issues of Technically 
Speaking we will discuss the things you need to know about the new 
revenue standard and how these may impact you.

#1 Risk and rewards vs Control
Previously revenue was recognised when risk and rewards passed to the 
customer. This was due to the risk and rewards based model underpinning 
IAS 18. This model, in most cases, aligned with the Incoterms used in 
shipping to determine the point at which risk and rewards passed to the 
customer.

IFRS 15 moves away from this model to a control based model, under 
which revenue is recognised when control passes to the customer. A 
customer obtains control when they have the ability to direct the use of the 
asset and to obtain substantially all of the benefits embodied in the asset. 
In most cases this will be the same point in time as when risks and rewards 
passed and therefore there will be no change in the timing of revenue 
recognition (Example 1).

However, in some contracts this may be a different point in time from when 
risk and rewards pass and hence revenue will be recognised at a different 
point than was recognised under IAS 18 (Example 2). A careful assessment 
of your contracts with customers should be undertaken to determine if 
there are any restrictions or clauses that may result in control passing to the 
customer at a point different to when risks and rewards pass.

Example 1
Entity A has an order to deliver goods to a customer overseas. These goods 
could be shipped on any of the four categories of Incoterms below:

•	 “E”-term	(EXW):	Entity	A	only	makes	goods	available	to	the	customer	at	
Entity A’s factory.

•	 “F”-term	(FOB):	Entity	A	is	required	to	deliver	the	goods	to	a	carrier	
appointed by the customer.

•	 “C”-term	(CIF):	Entity	A	contracts	for	carriage,	but	without	assuming	
the risk of loss or damage to the goods or additional cost due to events 
occurring after shipment.

•	 “D”-term	(DAF):	Entity	A	bears	all	costs	and	risks	needed	to	bring	the	
goods to their destination.

Revenue: What you  
need to know: #1

Article by:

Andrew Van Der Burgh
Manager
Accounting & Auditing
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Revenue: What you 
need to know: #1

In all of the above cases, the point at which risk and rewards pass to the 
customer is the same point at which the customer obtains the ability to 
direct the use of the goods and therefore the point at which control passes 
to the customer. This is shown in the diagram below:

If	the	goods	are,	for	example,	shipped	on	a	“C”-term	then	control	of	the	
goods passes to the customer and revenue on the sale of goods should be 
recognised upon delivery to the port of departure. 

Example 2
Distributor Z sells and distributes DVD movies to retailers. These DVD’s are 
manufactured and delivered to the retailers prior to the movie coming off 
circuit. The retailers are prohibited by the movie companies from selling 
these DVD’s in their shops until the movie has come off circuit.

Risk and rewards of the DVDs pass to the retailer when they are delivered 
to the retailer and revenue may have been recognised at this point under 
IAS 18. Control, however, only passes to the retailer once the restriction on 
sale is removed as prior to this they do not have the ability to direct the use 
of the DVDs. Therefore revenue recognition may be delayed under the new 
standard.

Control transfers

Risks and Rewards

Control transfers

Risks and Rewards

Shipping terms

IFRS 15 Revenue 
Recognised

IAS 18 Revenue 
Recognised

“E”-term

Control transfers

Risks and Rewards

“F”	or	“C”-terms “D”-terms

IAS 18 IFRS 15Revenue recognised

Distributor Z Retailer

Delivered to 
retailer

Restriction 
removed
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Introduction
In the South African environment, many 
companies have made use of cell captive 
arrangements housed within insurance 
companies. Under these arrangements, 
companies insure against future adverse events 
by investing in shares issued by an insurer. The 
insurer utilises the capital received from the 
company	to	purchase	a	portfolio	of	income-
generating assets. Claims initiated by the 
company against the insurer are settled from the 
portfolio of assets and are typically limited to the 
funds available from the portfolio. Historically, 
cell captives have often been consolidated by 
the investor, but with the introduction of new 
International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRSs), this may no longer be the outcome.

IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements 
requires entities to reassess control for all 
investments in subsidiaries, which includes 
investments held in cell captives, from December 
2013	year-ends.	IFRS	10	has	provided	clear	
guidance with regard to multiple entities housed 
within a single entity, also known as the deemed 
separate entity guidance. 

This publication aims to highlight the impact of 
the above change in the standards, as well as 
how these changes could affect you.

What is a deemed separate entity?
IFRS 10 requires the investor to determine 
whether it controls a portion of an investee as 
a deemed separate entity. To be classified as 
a deemed separate entity, all of the following 
criteria need to be met:
1. Specified assets of the investee are the only 

source of payment for the specified liabilities.
2. Parties other than those with the specified 

liability do not have rights or obligations 
related to the specified assets. 

3. None of the returns from the specified assets 
can be used by the remaining investee, and 
none of the liabilities of the deemed separate 
entity are payable from the assets of the 
remaining investee.

 
The legal rights and obligations
The contractual terms of cell captive 
arrangements typically stipulate that claims and 
expenses would be settled by capital and returns 
of the cell. This would indicate that cell captive 
arrangements	are	contractually	ring-fenced.	
However, the Financial Services Board has issued 
a discussion paper on cell captive arrangements 
which states that, despite these contractual 
arrangements,	there	is	no	legal	ring-fencing	of	
the arrangements in the event of liquidation, 
as current insurance legislation in South Africa 
regards all assets and liabilities of cell captive 
entities as assets and liabilities of the insurance 
company. 

Therefore, South African cell captive 
arrangements which arise as a result of  
contractual arrangements may not provide for 
legal	ring-fencing	of	the	investee’s	funds	in	the	
cell captive. These arrangements would not be 
deemed separate entities under IFRS 10. Under 
these circumstances, such cells would no longer 
be consolidated by the investor. 

Insurance cells
The consolidation conundrum

Article by:

Bilal Suleman
Manager
Accounting & Auditing

Example:
Company A invests R1 million in preference 
shares issued by the insurer. The insurer uses 
the proceeds received to purchase and invest 
in	a	portfolio	of	income-generating	assets.	
Company A utilises this investment portfolio 
to settle claims against it. Company A and the 
insurer have agreed that, in the event that the 
portfolio has insufficient funds to settle the 
insurance claim, the insurer has no obligation 
to settle the claim. The returns of the portfolio 
may only be distributed to Company A as the 
sole holder of the preference shares. 

Insurer

Company cell
Investor
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Insurance cells
The consolidation 
conundrum 

Requirements of IFRS 10 Application of requirements to the example

1. The specified assets of the investee 
are the only source of payment for 
the specified liabilities. 

The	insurer	would	utilise	the	income-generating	assets	
invested by Company A to settle any insurance claims. The 
insurer is not able to use any other assets to settle these 
claims.

Therefore, this criterion would be satisfied in this scenario.

2. Parties other than those with the 
specified liability do not have rights 
or obligations related to the specified 
assets. 

In the event of liquidation of the insurer, Company A’s 
portfolio	is	not	legally	ring-fenced	from	other	creditors	of	
the Insurer.

Regardless of the probability of these events, this criterion 
would not be satisfied in this scenario. 

3. None of the returns from the 
specified assets can be used by the 
remaining investee, and none of the 
liabilities of the deemed separate 
entity are payable from the assets of 
the remaining investee.

The investment in the insurer’s preference shares entitles 
only Company A to profits on the portfolio and return of 
capital after payment of claims submitted by Company A. 

In	the	event	that	the	income-generating	assets	would	
not be sufficient to settle any insurance claim made 
by Company A, the insurer is not required to fund 
the	payment	of	any	liabilities	from	any	other	income-
generating assets it may hold.

Therefore, this criterion would be satisfied in this scenario.

Conclusion
In applying the example and requirements 
above, the cell captive established for Company 
A would not be a deemed separate entity under 
IFRS 10, as the assets and liabilities are not 
legally	ring-fenced	from	the	insurer.
 
Next steps
Due to the introduction of IFRS 10, cell captive 
arrangements are unlikely to be consolidated by 
the investor. Therefore, depending on the nature 
and structure of cell captive arrangements, there 
would be differing accounting treatments for 
the investor and the insurer in a cell captive 
arrangement. Investor

Other	parties

Remaining Investee

Company cell
Investor
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Background 
In May 2013, the IASB issued IFRIC 21 Levies to address a disparity of 
accounting treatments on levies imposed by government on entities across 
different jurisdictions. This interpretation addresses when an obligation 
arises, and therefore when the related liability should be recognised. 

What is a levy?  
A levy is defined as an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits 
that is imposed by governments in accordance with legislation. Specifically 
excluded are payments within the scope of other IFRS, and fines that are 
imposed for breaches of legislation. Also excluded are normal operational 
transactions with governments, for example, supply arrangements.

An important distinction between levies and taxes is made in IFRS. Income 
taxes are based on taxable profits and withholding taxes are payable on 
distributions. These are addressed in IAS 12 Income Taxes. 

The liability to pay a levy is recognised when the activity that triggers the 
payment of the levy occurs. This trigger is defined by legislation. Depending 
on the benchmarks set by legislation, the trigger may be a single event, 
or an event that occurs progressively over time. A key point is that the 
obligating event is the activity that triggers the levy, not the consequential 
cash outflow. 

Application of  
the Standard

Levies unlevered

Article by:

Nyamu Makhuvha
Manager
Accounting & Auditing

As and when the 
generated revenue 

reaches the minimum 
threshold

When the entity is 
in operation on the 

specified date

As and when revenue 
is generated

As and when revenue 
is generated

Accrue when the 
minimum threshold 
is reached, ignoring 
probability based on 

history

If the entity generates 
revenue above a 

specified minimum 
threshold

Accrue when the 
specified date is 

reached

In full if the entity 
operates on a 
specified date

Accrue when revenue 
is first generated

In full as soon as 
the entity generated 
revenue in a given 

year

At a point in time

Accrue over the 
revenue generating 
period progressively

Progressively as the 
entity generates 

revenue
Overtime

When is 
the liability 
recognised?

When is the 
obligating 

event?

When is 
the levy 

triggered?

When does 
the levy 
arise?

Outside	the	
scope of  
IFRIC 21

Identify the activity 
that initiates a levy 
with reference to 

legislation

Is this a levy as defined  
in IFRIC 21?

Yes No
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Levies unlevered How will the Interpretation impact your business? 

This section analyses the impact of IFRIC 21 on specific levies across Africa:

South African Gaming Levy: 
In the South African gaming industry, levies are collectible by government 
licensing authorities from legal gambling such as bingo and casino. 
Legislation dictates that obligation of the levy is triggered as revenue is 
earned therefore the liability is accrued for as revenue is generated.

Zambian Tobacco Levy: 
Another example is in Zambia where the Tobacco Levy Act imposes a levy 
on tobacco farmers and importers for tobacco grown within or imported to 
the country. The obligating event arises when the tobacco is sold and the 
liability will be recognised at a point in time. 

South African Gas Petroleum Pipeline Levy: 
Legislation requires that any gas or petroleum delivered by importers, 
refiners and producers that has entered the inlet flange be subject to a levy 
payable by the holder of the petroleum or gas title. The obligating event is 
when the gas or petroleum enters the inlet flange.

Nigerian Content Development Levy: 
This levy is deducted by oil and gas companies on behalf of the Nigerian 
Content Development and Monitoring Board on payments made to 
contractors in the upstream sector of the Nigerian oil and gas industry. 
The levy is based on one percent of the contract value awarded and it is 
remitted into the Nigerian Content Development Fund. As the Act is not 
clear on the timeline for remittance, judgement is required to determine the 
obligating event. 

Interim reporting: 
No liability should be recognised for the interim period, unless a trigger 
event has occurred. For example, if a levy is payable if the entity earns 
revenue of $1 million, and $ 800 000 has been earned at the interim 
reporting date, then the trigger event has not occurred and no liability 
should be recognised. Users of the financial statements need to be aware 
of the effect on liquidity ratios and comparability.

IFRIC 21 is effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 
2014 and should be applied retrospectively. Early adoption is permitted.
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The expectation of growth across most of Africa has brought significant 
interest in the region from both African and international investors. Many 
of our South African and international clients have either implemented or 
are investigating Africa expansion strategies.

In this article, we look at some of the financial reporting and operational 
challenges to doing business in an emerging market.

Exposure to foreign exchange risks
Most industries will be faced with foreign exchange currency risks. This 
would emanate from:

•	The	currency	source	of	investor	funding.	For	example,	an	investor	
may fund a Nigerian operation with US dollars. A weakening of the 
naira will put pressure on the investee to provide a return on US dollar 
denominated funding; and

•	The	currency	denomination	of	inputs	utilised	(imported	machinery)	and	
outputs generated (sale of commodities) from operations. Exchange rate 
volatility between offshore and local currencies impacts the cost of the 
project. This has a consequential impact on the profitability of the project.

This foreign exchange risk may cause volatility in the valuation of the 
investor’s interest and the financial information included in the investor’s 
financial statements for the operation.

Where foreign exchange risks are not passed to the customer, entities 
should consider their foreign exchange risk management strategy. Investors 
may wish to economically hedge their exposure, but will be subject to 
tradability constraints in derivatives markets that are thinly traded.

Local participation through nationalisation and 
beneficiation
Local participation is legislated differently throughout Africa, for example:
-	 Local	government	may	hold	an	ownership	stake	in	the	business;
-	 Participation	by	specified	individuals	or	groups;	and
-	 Indirect	participation	through	levies	and	taxes	charged	by	governments.

The extent of local participation may restrict the investor’s ability to control 
the operation. 

From an investor perspective, the challenge is to balance legislative 
requirements while providing returns to existing shareholders. 

Although the investor may absorb the funding risk and management 
supervision, the investor may be prohibited from presenting its investment 
as a subsidiary1. If the operation is jointly controlled by the investor and 
their local partner, accounting standards for jointly controlled entities 
significantly restrict the use of proportionate consolidation. The investor 
is likely to apply the equity method2. This method is often criticised as it 
does	not	provide	in-depth	detail	in	the	primary	financial	statements	of	
the investor’s involvement and efforts in the operation. Investor ratios like 
return on assets are significantly impacted when applying consolidation or 
equity accounting as it results in a single investment line as opposed to the 
underlying assets and liabilities of the investee.

Investing in Africa
Assessing how accounting complexities may 
impact the business decisions faced by investors

Article by:

Lesley Wallace
Senior Manager
Accounting & Auditing

1 The financial information of subsidiaries 
are included on a line by line basis in 
the financial statements of the investor 
(consolidation).

2 This is a method where the investor’s 
investment and return thereon is 
collapsed into a single line in each of 
the statement of financial position and 
statement of financial performance.
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Accelerating an Africa strategy by purchasing existing 
locally operated businesses 
Purchasing established businesses may propel the investor’s strategy in 
emerging markets. This approach also has the advantage of buying into 
an operation that has a proven track record. In many cases the businesses 
acquired	are	owner-managed.	In	these	cases,	the	owner	and	key	
management typically retain an interest and oversight over the operation.

Many of the large economies prepare financial statements using 
International Financial Reporting Standards3 (IFRS) or IFRS for Small 
and	Medium-Sized	Entities.	Depending	on	the	size	and	location	of	the	
operation, many entities still prepare financial statements using local 
accounting standards. An understanding of these policies is important to 
understanding the financial information presented by the operation.

When accounting for the acquisition, the investor should evaluate the fair 
value of assets and liabilities acquired; even those not recognised in the 
accounts of the operation. For example: brands, branch networks, customer 
lists and legal contingencies are attributed value when acquired by the 
investor. The recognition and consumption of these assets and liabilities 
can be complex and would certainly require incremental accounting and 
monitoring efforts.

Investing in Africa
Assessing how 
accounting 
complexities may 
impact the business 
decisions faced by 
investors

3 Refer to http://www.iasplus.com/
en/resources/ifrs-topics/use-of-ifrs	
for a summary of IFRS adoption by 
jurisdiction.

Conclusion
This article has touched on only three accounting complexities that 
may be encountered by investors. No doubt, there are significantly 
more judgements and uncertainties that an investor will face when 
considering investments in emerging markets.
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The IASB recently released an amendment to IFRS 10 to provide Investment 
Entities with relief from consolidation after determining that the 
information about the fair value may be more relevant than consolidation in 
some circumstances. This amendment is effective prospectively for periods 
beginning 1 January 2014.

What is an Investment Entity?
The IASB approached this question in two ways:
a)  Providing a definition as the guiding principle, which must be met 
b) Including typical characteristics, which must be considered, but don’t all 

have to exist. 

The Investment Entities Model
Under the amendment, Investment Entities are required to account for the 
qualifying subsidiaries at fair value through profit or loss and not through 
consolidation. The main principles under the Investment Entities model are 
as illustrated in the diagram below:

Investment Entities: Fair value or consolidation?
Are you ready to adopt it?

Article by:

Naomi Murigi
Manager
Accounting & Auditing

Investment Entity

Definition

Typical 
characteristics

Funding

Obtains	funds	
from one or 

more investors 
to provide 
investment 

management 
services to those 

investors

Multiple 
investments

Business Purpose

To invest funds for 
returns from capital 
appreciation and/or 
investment income.

The entity must 
document exit 
strategy for its 
investments

Multiple 
investors

Measurement

Measures 
and evaluates 

substantially all of 
its investments on 
a fair value basis.

Unrelated 
investors

Equity/
partnership 

interests

C
(Provides investment  

related services)

D
(Held for capital 

appreciationand/or 
investment income)

B
(Investment Entity)

Investment Entity should:
•	Measure	D	at	fair	value
•	Consolidate	C

Non-Investment	Entity	 
Parent should: 
•	Consolidate	B
•	Consolidate	C
•	Consolidate	D

A
(Non-Investment	Entity	

Parent)

100%

100%

100%
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Investment Entities: 
Fair value or 
consolidation?
Are you ready to 
adopt it?

What should entities think about?
In preparation for the adoption of the amendment to IFRS 10 on 
Investment Entities, entities should already be thinking through the 
questions below:

Question Response 

Which entities are 
affected by the 
amendment?

Examples of entities that are affected by 
this amendment may include private equity 
organisations, venture capital organisations, 
pension funds and other investment funds 
provided that such entities meet the criteria 
for definition as Investment Entity provided 
under IFRS 10. 

Is the exception 
mandatory or optional?

The exception to consolidation is mandatory. 
If an entity meets the definition of an 
Investment Entity, it must carry its controlled 
investees acquired for capital appreciation 
and/or investment income at fair value 
through profit or loss and only consolidate its 
investees acquired for performing investment 
support services.

When does an entity 
need to assess the 
Investment Entity status?

Assessment of Investment Entity’s status is 
an ongoing process. It should be performed 
immediately upon adoption of the 
amendment. In addition, the reassessment 
should be performed every time there is 
a change in the facts and circumstances 
affecting any of the three criteria making up 
the definition of an Investment Entity, or the 
four typical characteristics of such entities.

Question Response 

An Investment Entity 
provides investment 
management services 
to its investees. Should 
it measure its qualifying 
investments at fair 
value?

Providing such services to investees is only 
permitted in limited circumstances. This 
is when they are aimed at maximising the 
investment return, and they do not represent 
a separate substantial business activity or 
a separate substantial source of income to 
the Investment Entity. In these cases, the 
Investment Entity should measure its qualifying 
investment at fair value.

How should an entity 
that has determined that 
it is an Investment Entity 
account for its change in 
status?

The entity should deconsolidate at the date of 
the change in status all the subsidiaries held 
for capital appreciation and/or investment 
income at their carrying amounts. It then 
recognises them at fair value on the same day. 
The impact of the change in value for these 
subsidiaries is recognised through profit or 
loss.
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